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ABSTRACT
Three &eriments
designed to stu~~ various aspects of implosion heating in
the plasma density range (1034-1016 cm ) used in present theta pinches are deocrtbed. Initial plasma studies show that, provided a suffic~ently high preionIzation level (> 1014 cm-3) is achieved, plasma behavior is qualitatively the
come over a range of two In initial.magnetic field use and a range of four in
inltlal gas fill. The implosion phase is characterized by rapid changes in maguetic field diffusion rates, the plasma resistivity decreasing rapidly with time.
bring ~he implosion some of the plasma density observed Is moving ahead of the
magnetic piston. Magnetic field gradients occur in the region outside the area
of measurable plasma density implying the presence of hot, low density plasma in
this region. In ~acperlmentswhere the external magnetic field decreases before
tlw maxfmum compression of the plasma column, secondary brettkdownoccurs at the
discharge tube wall which slows the rata at which magnetic flux diffuses out of
the discharge tuba.
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ItfTRoDUcTION

For ene&y economy and stability reasons, future theta pinch devices will
need a PIMJUM which fills a sizable portion of the compression coil. A fast
Tadial implosion will be used to produce a thermonuclear plasma having a dtamcter of orle-thirdor more of the COU diameter. Three different experiments
spects of implosion heating in the pldsma den~y
::::;34t:;Yd’
to ‘ario”s-~
101 cm ) used in present theta pinches.
2.

EXPERIMENTS

2.1. Scylla lB
Scylla lB is a conventional theta pinch built of Scyllac components. The
ener~ from the 75 kV, 100 kJ capacitor bank is fed to the 22 cm id, l-m-long
theta pinch coil.at two points. Operation of the main bank from 40 kV to 70 kV
produces vacuum EO’S fromO.7 kV/cm to 1.2 kV/cn at the inner wall of the 20 cm
discharge tube. The experiment was desigmd to study the tmplosion process
id.
h the Ee range found In past end present Scylln type theta pinches.

,
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2.2.

Implosion Heating Experiment

The l-m-long Implosion Heating Experiment (IHX) uses nev high voltage technology to produce an initial rise of the magnetic field (dB/dt) which is 2-3
times greater than the maximum dB/dt in the Scylla lB experiment. IHX is similar
In L?ometry to the high voltage theta pinches 1,2,3] which studied the implosion
process at initial plasma densities of 1012-1013 cm-3. The Implosion Heating
Experiment requires, however, .1different Q gh voltage power source because the
higher initial plasma densities (~ 1015 cm 3 ) cause a lower plasma impedance
during the implosion phase. The magnetic field inside the 40 cm id. discharge
tube is produced by four pulse-forming networks (PFN). A circuit diagram of one
of the PFI?’sis shown in Fig. 1. Each of the PFN’s is pulse charged from a 45 U
capacitor bank in 1.3 usec. The magnetic field in the main coil rises to 10 kG
in 140 nsec (a time much shorter than the 500-600 nsec run-in time) aridremains
almost constant for the lifetime of the implosion process.
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Fig. 1.

‘

Circuit diagramof the Implosion Heating Experiment.

2.3 The Staged Theta Iinch Experiment
The Staged Theta Pinch Experiment also uses new higl.voltage technology to
a higher dB/dt than present theta pinches, In additjon it is designed to
use separate capacitor banks for the tiftial implosion heati.? and the subsequent
compressional heating and confinement of the plasma. The impl~~icn bank is diwlded into two independent parts which allows the time history { the implosion
as~etic
field to be varied (field programming). At the end of the initial imploolon the plasma is overcompressed (plasma pressure > magnet’.cfield pressure).
~ the magnettc field is reduced while the plasma expands an~ithen rais~~ again
before the plasma contacts the discharge tube wall, the pl~sma does less w~rk on
the magnetic field during expansion and a higher final riasma temperature res..lts.
me ~.ayoutof the Staged Theta Pinch (STP) in the experimental area is shown in
Fig. 2 and a circuit diagrm of the :rcuit which f~eds one side of a 0.9 m section ef the main coil is shown in I ,g. 3. Tha juplosion magnetic field in the
b.s-m-long experiment is generated by two 75 kJ, 12S kV capacitor banks. Except
for length, the coil and discharge tube geometry are the .SIUS● s in Scylla lB.
produce
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Fig. 2.

Layout of the Staged Theta Pinch experime:,tin the experimental area.

A

rig. 3.

Circuit diagram of one section of the Staged Theta Pinch experiment.

Plasma confinement and a mall. amount of adtabatic heating are supplied by two
3SOkJ, 50 kV staging banks which are triggered after the plasma is formed.
Imi*ial implosion studies on the effects of field programming are being conducted
on 8 0.9 m section of the experiment.
3.

=ERIMENTAL

RESULTS

Plaama results have been obtained fram the Scylla lB experiment and the 0.9a section of the Staged Theta Pinch experiment. For initial plasma studies the
~
section was operated with just the first part of the implosion circuit. This
caused the main magnetic field to have the form of a slightly damped ringing L-C
dticharge modified by plasma effects. Two sizes of main bank capacitors were used,

,.

0.2 and J.4 uF; this gave a magnetic field during the first half cycle which was
● slightly distorted sine wave with half periods of 500 nsec and 800 nsec respectively. On both experiments plasma properties were studied over about a factor
of two in main bank voltage, from 5 m torr to 20 m torr ~nitial D2 gas filling,
and over a range of initial preionization levels. Although the STP section operated at higher voltages (up to 100 kV), initial dB/dt’s were similar to Scylla lB
due to the higher source impedances in the STP section. This was caused by the
type of spark gap switch (a modified Scyllac gap) used for the initial plasma
studies. (The final design will have a source inductance which is approximately
& factor of two lower.) The main difference between the two experiments was in
the shape of the magnetic field waveform. In Scylla lB the field continued ta
rise after the initial implosion reaching its peak in 1.25 Vsec while for the STP
section the external field started decreasing before the initial implosion was
over.
Plasma properties were measured principally with magnetic probes, interferometers and plasma luminosity detectors. Internal magnetic probes may be used
in theta pinches in thl.sdensity and temperature range for the short times involved in the implosion process. These probes give spatially and time resolved
magnetic field profiles. internal magnetic probes were inserted both radially
(Scylla lB) and end-on (STP) into the discharge vessel and the results of the two
different arrangem~ats agreed. Also, the internal probe measurements agreed with
external total flux measurements from magnetic pick-up loops which enclo
&
t?;
discharge tube. Holographic interferometry with a sensitivity ~ 3 x 10
gave spatial distributions of plasms with a time resolution limited only byc;he
transit time of the laser pulse. A HeNe laser interferometer operating at 3.4 vm
in the coupled cavity mode was used to study the preionization levels. Plasma
luminosity measurements were made with a framing camera (Scylla lB) and a streak
camera (STP).
The following characteristics of plasma behavior are obse~ed:
The operating
conditions giving rise to the two regimes differ only in preionization level.
For low preionization levels (< 5 x 1013 cm-3, the sensitivity limit of the interferometer used to measure preionization levels) rapid magnetic field penetration
la observed, plasma implodes at the same rate as the magnetic field penetrates,
and a plasma ith a relatively low B (S z 0.6) is formed. At higher preionization
Iz
levels (~ 10
cm‘3) mzguetic field penetration is about a factor of 2 slower,
phma
is observed moving ahead cf the magnetic riston and a high S (6 = U Plasma is formed. In the latter case the only magnetic fields observed on the discharge tube axis are the result of compression,of residual magnetic fields resulting from the preionization process. A1.ithe following results are for machine
operation in the second regime (high prei.anizationlevel). Plasr~ results for
one set of operating conditions in c Ua IB (40 kV main bank, 10 m torr initial
gas fill, preionization level *10 lZ)yhave been published.[4] Figures 4 and 5
show results for a 55 kV main bank voltage. Figure 4 shows interferograms taken
●t six times during the implosion phase. Measurements of particle inventories
after plasma column icnmation show that almost all, if not all, of the initial
P
fill has been swept up by the magnetic piston. Figure 5 shows combined density nnd internal magnetic field measurements at six times during the implosion.
The results are typical of those obtained on both experiments throughout the
range of dB/dt and initial gas fill investigated. Only the time scale of the
tmplosion process changed, the dmploslon, ae expected,-being more rapid at higher
dB/dt and lower initial gas fill.
●.

In both experiments there are two different plasma regimes.
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hplosion profiles of the pla=
density ne(r) and ~snetic field Bz(r)
● t fixed times reduced from interferograms and magnetic-field-probe
data.

b. During the implosion two luminous rings appea? on both framing and streak
camera pictures. Figure 6 shows end-on framing pi~tures at three times during
and corthe implosion phase. The inner ring (Region I, Fig. 5) fS st~ctureless
The
outer
ring
(Region
III,
Fig.
5)
shows
responds to the plasma density front.
a flute structure. The structure occurs on the trailing edge of the observable
density profile. Simultaneous interferograms and framing pictures show that this
flute
structure is the same as can be seen on the outer edges of the density profile in Fig. 4. The dark band (Region II, Fig. 5) corresponds to the Peak of the
density profile. The position of the luminous rings is shovn as a function of
tfme in Fig. 5. After the density front reaches the discharge tube axis the
inner lumlnous region disappears. The outer ring also dims and loses its ntructure ● t about the time of msxlmum compression of the plasma column. The

.. .

disappearance of the flute structure is illustrated in Fig. 7 which shows interferotpms of the plasm column during implosion and just after peak compression.
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Bnd-on framing camera pictuxes of plasma luminosity at three times
during the implosion phase in the Scylla lB exper&ent.
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Interferograms of Scylla lB plasm during and after implosion phase
Illustrat&g the disappearance of the flute structure.

c. During the Implosion phase magnetic field gradients are obsened in the re@on outside the area of measurable plasma density, indicating the presence of
@asms in this region. The background fringes are straight outside and in front
of the impl ing density ring which gives a value for the plasma density of less
than 3x10~t
cm-3
(The preionized plasma is below thesensltivityli~t
of the
titcrferometer.) ‘&e, ● high temperature for the ~lasma outside the observable

plasma

column is Implied by the low value for plasma density and the large gradients in magnetic field pressure. The magnetic field gradients are qualitatively the same for all operatir conditions in both experiments but become
larger for higher voltage oper~.ion to the point where it is difficult to defirv
a msgnetic piston thickness.

Im the Scylla lb experiment the magnetic field gradients disappear after the
formation of the main plasma column. Ix? the STP section, where the external
field starts decre:.singbefore the t’imeof maximum compression, the magnetic
field just inside the discharge tube wall is the same as the external magnetic
field until just ;~fterthe peak of the magnetic field in the first half cycle.
After this time suall deviations (< 10%) occur until the time of secondary breakdown (discussed below). Between the wall and the outer edge of the observable
placolumn the magnetic field gradient is almost uniform, the magnetic field
having a value at the wall equal to the external magnetic field and a value at
the outer edge cf the observable plasma column which is almost constant in time
and equal to approximately one-half the peak value of the external magnetic field
during the first half cycle.
d. . Secondary breakdown at the quartz df.schargetube wall occurs in both experimeiits. In the STP sectcr this breakdovn leads to large differences between the
value of the magnetic field just inside the discharge tube wall and the external
magnetic field and greatly decreases the rate at which magnetic flux diffuses
out of the discharge tube. The breakdown occurs approximately 700 nsec after
discharge initiation. In Scylla lB the breakdown appears as luminosity at the
discharge tube wall. This luminosity exhibits a flute structure as it moves in
toward the discharge tube axis but does not appear to distort the magnetic field
profiles.
4.

DISCUSSION

In the,range of initial conditions studied in these experiment~ to_date,
plasma performance at sufficiently high preionization levels (> 101 cm 3, reaains qualitatively the same. The implosion is characterized by an initial fast
penetration cf the external magnetic field. This occurs for approximately 100lSO nsec and the field diffusion rate implies a plasma resistivity during this
time which is much higher than classical. The resistivity in the measurable
plasma coluxn~drops rapidly with time. This is Indicated by the fact that the
~idual magnetic field left in the preionized plasma is compressed by the imploding plasma and by the fact that the total amount of magnetic flux imbedded
in the observable plasma remains approximately constant during the later part of
the implosion. Where definable, the magnetic piston is 2-3 cm thick, almost as
thick as observed in experiments operating 2-3 orders of magnitude lower in initial plasma density.[l,2,3]
During the implosion a flute structure develops, probably caused by a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which disappears by the time of peak compression
.
of the plasma column.
The presence of low density, high temperature plasma in the region outside
the obse~able plas~a columo M indicated by large radial magnetic field gradients in this region. The origin of this plasma is unknown. It may be due to
plaama left behind by the flute Instabilities, some residual gas fill which is

ionized after passage of the imploding plasma, or material which comes off the
discharge tube wall. This low density plasma would be expected to cool rapidly
due to the=aal co duction to the ends of the theta pinch, and this may explain
the lower field gradients for the cases where ths Implosion is slower.
The cause of the formation of a current sheath at the wall 0.5-1 usec after
discharge initiation Is unknown. This process may start at the time when the
plasma is in contact with the discharge tube and take some time to develop. In
the STP se~:ticnthe breakdown may be due to low density plasma being carr~ed to
the wall because of the decrease of magnetic flux inside the discharge tube.
5.
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1.

Circuit diagram of the Implosion Heating Experiment.

Fig.

2.

Iayout of the Staged Theta Pinch experiment in the experimental area.
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3.

Circuit diagram of one section of the Staged Theta Pinch experiment.
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4.

Time sequence of interferograms taken during the plasma implosi~n in
the Scylla lB experiment.

Fig.

5.

Implosion profiles of the plasma densitvne(r) and magnetic field B (r)
at fixed times reduced from interferograms and magnetic-field-probe=
data.

Fig.

6.

End-on framing camera pictures of palsma luminosity at three times
during the implosion phase in the Scylla ,lBexperiment.

Fig.

7.

Interferograms of Scylla lB plasma during and after inplosion phase
11.lustratii~g
the disappearance of the flute structure.

